Learn more about improvements Insure Oklahoma will make in
2016.
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Improvements coming in 2016
With 2016 funding secured and more businesses eligible for Insure Oklahoma
than ever before, the Insure Oklahoma team has been working on operations
updates with an eye to the future. 2016 will bring enhanced self-service tools
for employers, a streamlined application process for employees and policy
updates to ensure compliance with federal guidelines. We're excited about
what 2016 will bring for Insure Oklahoma, but we need your help to make
some of these technical changes go smoothly. Please read below to learn
more about what to expect in 2016, and note the "Dates to Remember."

Enhanced employer portal
Dec. 31, 2015
Employee proof of citizenship
required
Dec. 31, 2015
Last day to create employer
portal account

In 2016, Insure Oklahoma will introduce an
enhanced online employer portal so you can
easily manage your business's Insure Oklahoma
account. Through the updated portal, you’ll be
able to:


Jan. 1, 2016
Modified Adjusted Gross Income
(MAGI) rule applies for coverage
effective on this date.





Feb. 10, 2016
Submit invoices for previous
months to avoid delays

Maintain your employee list
Generate application PINs for new
employees
Upload invoices and documents
View expanded details on monthly
subsidy payments

To ease the technical migration to the new portal
site, we ask that all employers who do not
have portal accounts register on the current
portal site by Dec. 31, 2015. To register, visit
the employer portal and click “Register here.”
You’ll need your Insure Oklahoma Employer
Number and your Federal Employer
Identification Number (FEIN).

New proof of citizenship
requirements

Processing past
invoices

Beginning Dec. 31, 2015, all
employees will be required to
provide proof of citizenship when
applying for Insure Oklahoma. The
Employer Attestation form will no
longer be accepted or updated. To
see a PDF list of types of proof
accepted, click here.

Insure Oklahoma's invoice
processing system will move to
a new computer platform in 2016.
Please submit all invoices from
previous months or years by Feb.
10, 2016. Past invoices submitted
after this date may face processing
delays.
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